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Abstract - This venture is food rearrangement is a massively 

fruitful social advancement that handles food waste and food 

destitution. The client's subtleties are kept up with secret since 

it keeps a different record for each user.Most individuals don't 

to acknowledge how much food they discard consistently — 

from uneaten extras to ruined produce. Around 95% of the 

food we discard winds up in landfills or burning offices. In 2013, 

we discarded in excess of 35 million tons of food squander. 

Many individuals wish to give things to destitute associations. 

Likewise, numerous associations wish to request different 

things expected by them, for example, garments, food grains, 

books, utensils, and so on, yet there is no source accessible 

through which they can fulfill their necessities. Accordingly, an 

Android Application has been created through which 

individuals can give food things according to their ability. Most 

of the populace today utilizes advanced cells with dynamic web 

association, which is the essential necessity for this item to 

appropriately work 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

 
The sharp expansion in enormous measure of wastage of food 

makes the requirement for gift of food. In exceptionally 

populated countrylike India, food wastage is a major issue. A 

great deal of food is tossed away in trash receptacles, roads, and 

landfills have verification to demonstrate it. Relationships, 
container, eateries, social and family get-together and 

capacities remove out such a large amount food. Food wastage 

isn't just a sign of contamination or hunger, yet in addition of 

numerous monetary issues. Rather than squandering food we 

can place them being used by giving them to different 

associations, for example, halfway houses advanced age home, 

Ngo's, and so on.          The item is a web based 

portable application for the NGO named 'Jan Vikas Sangh' 

situated in Bandra East, that gives a stage to giving left over 

food from various capacities inns, and occasions to the 

penniless individuals of the NGO. This framework makes a 

typical coordinated effort between a giver and a worker from 
the NGO where the benefactor transfers all the food subtleties 

which incorporates food type, area where the food is accessible, 

cooking and expiry date/season of food and simultaneously 

volunteer gets a warning of accessibility of the food once the 

benefactor transfers its effectively. The worker chose whether 

to acknowledge or reject the food accessibility. It shows the 

potential for staying away from the misuse of food.  

This venture is utilized to oversee wastage food sources in a 

valuable manner. Consistently individuals are squandering 

bunches of food. So we need to decrease that food wastage 

issue through on the web. Assuming anybody has squandered 

food they are entering their food amount subtleties and their 
location in that application and afterward the administrator 

keeps up with the subtleties of the food donato 

 

2. LITERATURE SURVEY 

 
'Helping Hands'[1] is an android versatile application which 

gives a stage to benefactors and searchers to give and get food 

after they effectively login into the framework. The framework 

comprises of 3 fundamental parts benefactor, searcher and 

administrator. The contributor performs tasks like 

enrollment/login, and include things to give and view the gift 

demand. The recipient performs tasks like mentioning the 

things, seeing mentioned things and asserting gifts. The 

administrator can screen and refresh the data set. The 
administrator and contributor both can see the recipient's area. 

The things gave by the contributor will be displayed as warning 

in gift tab to different clients and the message will be put away 

in information base at the backend. 

'Food gift entrance' [2], paper distributed in 2015rundowns in a 

nutshell the worry of food gift exercises furthermore, offers a 

stage that associates givers with NGOs. A thought for staying 
away from wastage of food, decrease of food wastage 

furthermore, expanding food gift network is introduced and 

sway on society thereby is made accessible. The paper 'Past 

food sharing. 

ICTs'[3], distributed in 2016, ensuring food security is key in 

really looking at the personal satisfaction of residents at various 

degrees of society. The new monetary emergency has expanded 

an extraordinary number of individuals living in states of food 
appetite and destitution, particularly in created locales. In spite 

of developing mindfulness and worry of how much food is 

significant and decrease of wastage of food and making due 

food excess, the job of ICTs in this area is as yet indistinct 

what's more, seldom reported. 

Cheerful Life Welfare Society [4], is a nongovernment NGO 

who are taking endeavors to assist individuals with giving a 

superior and more joyful life by giving food to destitute and 
covers through their online site, wherein individuals can give 

reserves, give food what's more, volunteers for different 

exercises. 'Share my Dabba' is a drive to get left over food in 

dabbas to hungry youngsters on road utilizing a little sticker 

and broad dabbawala network 
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3. PROBLEM STATEMENT 

Food wastage is turning into a worldwide peculiarity. Insights 

infer an expected 33% of eatable food implied for human 

utilization is discarded around the world. This is generally 1.3 

billion tons every year (FAO, 2011). In the United States alone, 

how much food squander in 2013 arrived at 37 million tons, 

where just 5% of that sum (1.84 million tons) was recuperated, 

while the equilibrium, 35 million tons of waste were shipped 

off landfills and incinerators (EPA, 2016). Referring to one 

more report by the European Commission, it is assessed that 

their 27-part states produce around 89 million tons of food 

squander (European Parliament, 2012) Germany on it's own 
discards 18 million tons of food consistently The item targets 

fulfilling in decrease of wastage of food and give the accessible 

left over food to the NGO through gift over the web. The 

application will inquire the giver/client to enroll his/her 

subtleties into the application and afterward he/she can login 

and transfer the food subtleties to give. Also, the workers from 

NGO can register/login into the framework and view the food 

gift list gave by the benefactor. The worker chooses whether to 

acknowledge the food gift or reject the food gift. The 

application is created utilizing Android Studio and the dialects 

utilized are XML and center java. The fundamental goal of the 
proposed framework is to decrease wastage of food, making 

food accessibility to the NGO which will likewise teach values 

of responsiveness and dividing between individuals 

4. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

4.1. System Overview 

 

Fig -1: System Architecture 
 

 

In the proposed framework we are decreasing food wastage 

utilizing that application. This undertaking is food reallocation 

is a hugely effective social advancement that handles food 

waste and food neediness. The administrator gathers food from 

benefactors and afterward gives it to closest shelters or destitute 

individuals. Subsequent to getting the food from the specialist 

by administrator and giving an alarm message to that donator 
through this way we can lessen food wastage issue. The 

proposed application is android-based, created on Android 

Studio adaptation 2.0 utilizing java and xml requires web 
association and will give a stage to benefactors and searchers 

after they effectively register into the framework. On the off 

chance that a client wishes to give something, he/she can 

communicate something specific in the application. This 

message will be displayed as notice in the gifts tab to different 

clients. This message will be put away in the backend in the 

information base. When a warning is sent, the halfway houses 

who wish to guarantee the gifts can answer to the benefactor 

and reach him/her. The UI of this framework will be 

straightforward and easy to understand, and the designated 

framework is android. 

 
                              Fig-2: Flowchart 

 
 

4.2. The Proposed Method 

Modules:                                                                                                          

This undertaking comprises of various kinds of modules. 

The modules are: 

● Donator Module 

● NGO (administrator) Module 

Administrator Module 

● In the administrator module, the executive keeps up 

with the donator subtleties. 

● The executive gathers the food from the specialist. 

● The executive gives the halfway house subtleties 

straightforwardly to the donator. 

Donator Module 

In the donator module, the giver gives the wastage of 

food to the halfway house. The benefactor provides the 

solicitation to the administrator for the motivation of 

gathering the wastage food. The benefactor sees the 

halfway house subtleties and specialist subtleties. 
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Fig 4.1 Splash Screen 

 
 
 
 

 

 
Fig 4.3 Login as Donor or Volunteer 

 
 

Fig 4.2 Signup as Donor and Volunteer 
 

 

 

 

 
 

Fig 4.4 Food Donation History 
 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

 
Hundreds and thousands of tons of food is squandered, lost or 

discarded while a large number of individuals experience the ill 

effects of lack of healthy sustenance. Thusly Food for All is a 

portable application produced for NGO which gives 

significance to decrease of wastage of food and spotlights on 

gift of food. As of now we are expecting to keep away from the 
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significant wastage that is wastage of food. We are expecting 
and hoping to refresh a similar which will include utility and 

proficiency of the applications including garments, fixed, 

books, and so on. Additionally make this application possible 

and accessible for additional Ngo's, shelters, advanced age 

house and different associations. 
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